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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Jocaviusa.com – Acoustic Treatment Panels & and acoustic Insulation solutions for all your acoustic needs. 

 

High Resolution imagery and Press Release available for download here: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/kicll3w0sy2ul0o/AAC82FVOF6cIzN8wTBXBnxkQa?dl=0 

 

Celebrating its 26th Anniversary, JOCAVI™ is launching its NEW Products for 2019 at the next Summer NAMM’19 Show. 

JOCAVI™ is launching 10 NEW MODELS:  two NEW diffusors, four NEW low frequency tuned absorbent panels and four 

NEW ATP® Cost-Effective absorbent models.  

We are glad to inform that these full product details and specs are now available at these links below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONTACT:  

JOCAVI™ USA Corporation | 727 Commercial 

Ave, Unit H | Carlstadt, NJ 07072| USA  

Phone: +1 (973) 536 18 32 | Cell: +1 (917) 294 

34 11 | Email: info@jocaviusa.com | 

Website: www.jocaviusa.com 

DATE: 
May, 2019 

 
SUBJECT: 

Product Launch - NEW 2019’s Jocavi Products 

for the Professional Music & Audio industry. 

 

JOCAVI™ High end Absorbent panels: 

7. LIGHTWALLTRAP™ | know more | specs 
 

ATP™ Cost Effective Absorbent panels: 

8. WUSORBER™ | know more | specs 

9. COOKIE™ Cloud | know more | specs 

10. BASMEL™ Cloud| know more | specs 

 

JOCAVI™ High end diffuser:  

1. WOODquad™ | know more | specs 
 

ATP™ Cost Effective diffuser: 

2. TWIN™ | know more | specs^ 
 

JOCAVI™ High end Low frequency 
tuned absorbents: 

3. HUMcut BXW™ | know more | specs 

4. HUMcut BXA™ | know more | specs 

5. TONAL W™ | know more | specs 

6. TONAL C™ | know more | specs 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/kicll3w0sy2ul0o/AAC82FVOF6cIzN8wTBXBnxkQa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/kicll3w0sy2ul0o/AAC82FVOF6cIzN8wTBXBnxkQa?dl=0
mailto:info@jocaviusa.com
http://www.jocaviusa.com/
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/LIGHTWALLTRAP/
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/LIGHTWALLTRAP/
http://news.jocavi.net/2019/Newsletter_Summer_NAMM_19/specs/Lightwalltrap_cloud.pdf
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/WUSORBER/
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/WUSORBER/
http://news.jocavi.net/2019/Newsletter_Summer_NAMM_19/specs/Wusorber.pdf
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/COOKIE
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/COOKIE/
http://news.jocavi.net/2019/Newsletter_Summer_NAMM_19/specs/Cookie_cloud.pdf
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/BASMEL/
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/BASMEL/
http://news.jocavi.net/2019/Newsletter_Summer_NAMM_19/specs/basmel_cloud.pdf
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/WOODQUAD
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/WOODQUAD
http://news.jocavi.net/2019/Newsletter_Summer_NAMM_19/specs/Woodquad.pdf
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/TWIN
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/TWIN
http://news.jocavi.net/2019/Newsletter_Summer_NAMM_19/specs/Twin.pdf
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/HUMCUT%20BXW
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/HUMCUT%20BXW
http://news.jocavi.net/2019/Newsletter_Summer_NAMM_19/specs/Humcut_BXW.pdf
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/HUMCUT%20BXA
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/HUMCUT%20BXA
http://news.jocavi.net/2019/Newsletter_Summer_NAMM_19/specs/Humcut_BXA.pdf
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/TONAL%20W
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/TONAL%20W
http://news.jocavi.net/2019/Newsletter_Summer_NAMM_19/specs/Tonal_W.pdf
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/TONAL%20C
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/TONAL%20C
http://news.jocavi.net/2019/Newsletter_Summer_NAMM_19/specs/Tonal_C.pdf
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1. NEW JOCAVI™ WOODquad™ High end diffuser:  

The use of diffusor panels is imperative to control primary 

reflections and other reflections from flat surfaces, thus 

improving correct sound diffusion in the room. The 

WOODquad is a two-dimensional quadratic residue sound 

diffusor created to expand our product line anchored in 

classical designs. It is designed to provide a more uniform 

sound field through mid and high frequencies and offers us 

optimal hemispherical scattering for wide angles of 

incidence. This wooden diffusion panel provides large 

spectrum bandwidth diffusion in a single integrated piece 

with minimal depth; it has the uniform scattering properties of a quadratic diffuser. This panel is made of solid pinewood with 

a finish of five different colors of veneer. The wood stands out inside the rooms and makes this product look very attractive, 

both acoustically and aesthetically. 

1. WOODquad™ | know more | specs download | Product page: https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/WOODQUAD 

 

 2. NEW ATP™ Cost Effective diffuser:  

TWIN® is an Absorbent and Diffuser element and it was 

designed to combine both features, balancing these two 

assets perfectly in an aesthetically symmetrical way. 

TWIN® enables the creation of uniform surfaces with a 

single model that softly absorbs the sound waves while 

maintaining the vivacity of the musical instruments' 

harmonics, which is vital for the music's natural acoustic 

environment. 

TWIN® has a great combination of absorption and diffusion patterns and it is an essential product when you require a better 

control of high-frequencies, adding at the same time some absorption to the mid-range of the sound spectrum. 

2. TWIN™ | know more | specs download | Product page: https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/TWIN 

 

 

https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/WOODQUAD
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/WOODQUAD
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/WOODQUAD
http://news.jocavi.net/2019/Newsletter_Summer_NAMM_19/specs/Woodquad.pdf
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/WOODQUAD
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/TWIN
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/TWIN
specs%20download
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/TWIN
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3. Check out the JOCAVI™ Four NEW high-end models of low frequency tuned absorbent acoustic panels: 

HUMcut BXW™, HUMcut BXA™, TONAL W™ and the TONAL C™     

HUMcut BXW® is a low-frequency membrane absorption 

panel tuned to 125Hz and is meant to be used in flat 

surfaces like walls and ceilings. The principle used in this 

model combines a HIPS box, which has an appropriately 

closed resonance box with mass and density components. 

The front plate is made of wood and several punching 

patterns and colors are available. In order to archive the best 

results, this model can be used together with the HUMcut 

BXA®, tuned to 63Hz, used in 90º corners. The combination 

of these two models, placed on the corners and walls, greatly 

broaden the low-frequencies absorption capacity as it 

extends the absorption range to the previous harmonic frequency. This combination becomes one of the most efficient low-

frequency absorbent acoustic treatment offers. 

3. HUMcut BXW™ | know more | specs download | Product page: https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/HUMCUT%20BXW  

 

 

 

HUMcut BXA® is a low-frequency membrane absorption 

panel tuned to 63Hz that is meant to be used in 90º corners. 

The principle used in this model combines a HIPS box, 

which has an appropriately enhanced closed resonance 

chamber with mass and density components. The front plate 

is made of wood and several punching patterns and colors 

available. 

In order to achieve the best results, this model can be used 

together with the HUMcut BXW®, tuned to 125Hz, used in 

flat surfaces. The combination of these two models, on the 

corners and walls, greatly broaden the low-frequencies absorption capacity as it extends the absorption range to the next 

harmonic frequency.This combination becomes one of the best offers for low-frequency absorbent acoustic treatment. 

 

4. HUMcut BXA™ | know more | specs download | Product page: https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/HUMCUT%20BXA 

 

 

 

https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/HUMCUT%20BXW
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/HUMCUT%20BXA
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/TONAL%20W
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/TONAL%20C
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/HUMCUT%20BXW
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/HUMCUT%20BXW
http://news.jocavi.net/2019/Newsletter_Summer_NAMM_19/specs/Humcut_BXW.pdf
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/HUMCUT%20BXW
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/HUMCUT%20BXA
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/HUMCUT%20BXA
http://news.jocavi.net/2019/Newsletter_Summer_NAMM_19/specs/Humcut_BXA.pdf
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/HUMCUT%20BXA
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The TONAL Wall® is a low frequency membrane absorbent 

panel tuned at 125 Hz and designed to be used in flat 

surfaces like walls and ceilings. It is developed to fine tune 

the modal distribution of small rooms such as studio control 

rooms and home theatres. This model can be combined with 

TONAL Corner®, in order to enhance bass absorption. 

TONAL Corner® is a low frequency membrane absorbent 

panel designed to fit 90° corners, and its available tuning 

frequencies are 40Hz, 63Hz and 80Hz. Together these 

panels extend the range of the absorbed frequencies to the 

next harmonic frequency. This combination is one of the 

best ways to treat low-frequency problems in small and medium-sized rooms. 

 

5. TONAL W™ | know more | specs download | Product page: https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/TONAL%20W 

 

 

 

 

The TONAL Corner® is a low frequency membrane 

absorbent panel designed to fit into 90o corners. Tuned to 

50Hz, 63Hz or 80Hz, it has a range of absorption coverage of 

approximately 1/3 of octave above and below the tuning 

frequency. It is developed to fine tune the modal distribution 

of small rooms such as studio control rooms and home 

theatres. The principle used to develop TONAL Corner® is 

the Helmholtz Resonator reasoning with a defined neck 

length, using of a colored engineered wood fiber board box 

with HIPS fabric finishing as the front membrane, thus 

creating the tuned resonant chamber. This model can be combined with TONAL Wall®, in order to improve bass 

absorption. TONAL Wall® is a model designed for flat surfaces like walls and ceilings. Together these panels broaden the 

range of the absorbed frequencies to the next harmonic frequency. This combination is one of the best ways to treat low-

frequency problems in small and medium-sized rooms. 

 

6. TONAL C™ | know more | specs download | Product page: https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/TONAL%20C 

 

 

https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/TONAL%20W
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/TONAL%20W
http://news.jocavi.net/2019/Newsletter_Summer_NAMM_19/specs/Tonal_W.pdf
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/TONAL%20W
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/TONAL%20C
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/TONAL%20C
http://news.jocavi.net/2019/Newsletter_Summer_NAMM_19/specs/Tonal_C.pdf
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/TONAL%20C
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3. JOCAVI™ NEW LIGHTWALLTRAP™ Cloud: 

This panel is related to the MELLOWALLTRAP® and the 

WALLTRAP® panels, as it is an absorption panel to be 

applied on walls and ceilings that predominantly absorbs in 

the mid-range of the sound spectrum. The similarities end 

there given that its size, technical characteristics and 

respective type of mounting are quite different. It is an 

acoustic panel that absorbs medium frequencies and has 

been developed for use in small rooms. This product is 

manufactured with raw materials of different mass and 

density which are duly coupled in order to increase its 

absorption coefficient as much as possible. Several panels 

can be assembled together with surprising results. As regards its size, it is one of the most effective panels available in the 

market. 

 7. LIGHTWALLTRAP™ | know more | specs download 

4. ATP™ Cost Effective Absorbent panels launching three NEW models, available in different colours, finishing’s and 

sizes with a wide range of applications:  

WUSORBER represents the evolution of architectural 

acoustics for the sequencing of asymmetric forms of 

surfaces. This acoustic trap has an open resonance box with 

Projected Cellulose finishing and can be aesthetically 

matched with both the BASSKEEPER WALL and 

BASSKEEPER ANGLE. Due to its shallower profile shape 

and coating, the WUSORBER provides a uniform sound field 

throughout mid and high frequency sound diffusion, while 

limiting the amount of medium-low frequencies sound 

absorption derived from the open resonance box. The 

performance of this product is even more advanced when 

several units are installed together on one surface. A sequence of these mounted in array, takes advantage of the aperiodic 

and asymmetric form of the WUsorb to minimize the effects of lobbing caused by the simple and flat forms, that is, 

symmetrical and periodic forms 

8. WUSORBER™ | know more | specs download | Product page: https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/WUSORBER 

 

https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/LIGHTWALLTRAP/
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/LIGHTWALLTRAP/
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/LIGHTWALLTRAP/
http://news.jocavi.net/2019/Newsletter_Summer_NAMM_19/specs/Lightwalltrap_cloud.pdf
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/WUSORBER/
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/WUSORBER/
http://news.jocavi.net/2019/Newsletter_Summer_NAMM_19/specs/Wusorber.pdf
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/WUSORBER
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COOKIE® is made of a melamine foam or flexible open-cell 

self-extinguishable acoustic foam. Its appearance describes 

a circular shape and it is supplied in two different diameters. 

The optional velvet finishing gives this product an attractive 

luxury look. COOKIE®'s acoustic characteristics make this 

product ideal for use as a noise control device in interior 

environments. It improves airborne noise reduction while 

also providing fire safety requirements. Due to its low weight, 

COOKIE® allows the creation of large-surface areas that can 

be glued directly on to the surface or hung on ceilings with 

metal wire as an option, giving rooms an attractive 

appearance. Meeting rooms, offices and hotel foyers can be acoustically upgraded just as effective and attractive by using 

this product. The installation method is very simple using mounting glue. 

9. COOKIE™ Cloud | know more | specs download | Product page: https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/COOKIE 

 

BASMEL® is a low-cost acoustic panel set to be applied in 

large quantities on ceilings and walls. It’s made of flexible 

open-cell melamine resin foam or of regular acoustic foam, a 

thermoset polymer and a fire-resistant fabric-finishing 

surface. The sound waves penetrate the open-cell structure, 

thus reducing the reflected energy and giving this product an 

excellent sound absorption capacity and simultaneously 

improving soundproofing, thereby providing safety in 

accordance with environmental standards. Several available 

options: one flat (BAL060/120), other one perforated 

MABS060 (with the same pattern from the COSMOS® 

model), BASMEL® SC (with more thickness and side covered with fabric - thus reducing the reflected energy and giving 

this product an excellent sound absorption capacity), BASMEL® Plates (with more coverage area) and the most recent, the 

BASMEL® Twist® and BASMEL® Bevel. All these models have different possibilties (different foams, fabric colours, 

shapes, etc). 

10. BASMEL™ Cloud| know more | specs download | Product page: https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/BASMEL 

Visit us at jocaviusa.com for more info or place your purchase order at Acousticshop.net: 

JOCAVI®, ATP® , ATP® Music Accessories, As® Acoustic Shells, IN® - Industrial Insulation, 

https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/COOKIE
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/COOKIE/
http://news.jocavi.net/2019/Newsletter_Summer_NAMM_19/specs/Cookie_cloud.pdf
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/COOKIE
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/BASMEL/
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/BASMEL/
http://news.jocavi.net/2019/Newsletter_Summer_NAMM_19/specs/basmel_cloud.pdf
https://www.jocaviusa.com/Product/BASMEL
http://www.jocavi.net/
http://www.acousticshop.net/
http://www.jocaviacousticpanels.com/uk/products/index_uk.htm
http://www.atp.jocavi.net/uk/products/index.htm
http://www.atp.jocavi.net/uk/acessories_ATP/acessorios/index.htm
http://www.acousticshell.net/as/products/index.htm
http://www.jocavi.net/in/products/index.htm
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Company info: 

JOCAVI™ USA Corporation  

 

JOCAVI™ has solutions for the most demanding ears, whether for auditoriums, concert halls, recording studios, video 

studios, radio stations, TV stations, cinemas, sports halls, trade shows, industrial pavilions, swimming pools, public spaces, 

commercial and retail spaces, offices or your own listening room at home. JOCAVI™ presents acoustic treatment panels 

which blend well with any decor and are easily mounted on ceilings or walls. 

 

JOCAVI™ brand is renowned for the excellence and high performance of its products and has become the leading name in 

the development and production of high-end acoustic treatment panels for the professional audio industry. Unique diffusers 

made of rare raw materials and the very effective low-frequency absorbers are the best-selling and most outstanding 

representatives of the brand. 

 

JOCAVI™ sets the standard for the high acoustic performance of its products. It stands out for its experience coupled with a 

constant drive for innovation. Its different models, made from the most varied raw materials in several colours and finishes, 

are divided into three categories (diffusers, absorbers and low-frequency absorbers), providing JOCAVI™ with the largest 

and most versatile range of acoustic panels on the market. 

 

JOCAVI™ USA Corporation: WWW.JOCAVIUSA.COM | Products Catalogue:  

Pdf download: https://www.dropbox.com/s/mbxzycgj274xxbm/JOCAVI_Catalogue_2019_Book.pdf?dl=0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.jocaviusa.com/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/mbxzycgj274xxbm/JOCAVI_Catalogue_2019_Book.pdf?dl=0
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NEW Products Launch: 

We’ll welcome you to visit us at our booth at this next event to meet the JOCAVI™ NEW product releases: 

 

Visit us at jocaviusa.com for more info or place your purchase order at Acousticshop.net: 

JOCAVI®, ATP® , ATP® Music Accessories, As® Acoustic Shells, IN® - Industrial Insulation, 

 

 

We truly hope this will be a valuable asset for your business. 

Please feel free to contact us for any inquiries. 

For any additional information, please contact info@jocaviusa.com or visit us at http://www.jocaviusa.com  

Looking forward to hear from you soon. 

 

With our Best Regards, 

 

 

The Jocavi Team  

 

Website | Facebook | Youtube | LinkedIn 

Jocavi™ USA Corporation  

Exhibiting at Summer NAMM Show 2019 

Music City Center | Nashville | TN | USA | www.namm.org 

Booth #310 – Level 3 | July 18-20, 2019 | Schedule a Meeting here! 

 |  

http://www.jocavi.net/
http://www.acousticshop.net/
http://www.jocaviacousticpanels.com/uk/products/index_uk.htm
http://www.atp.jocavi.net/uk/products/index.htm
http://www.atp.jocavi.net/uk/acessories_ATP/acessorios/index.htm
http://www.acousticshell.net/as/products/index.htm
http://www.jocavi.net/in/products/index.htm
mailto:info@jocaviusa.com
http://www.jocaviusa.com/
http://www.jocaviusa.com/
http://www.jocaviusa.com/
https://www.facebook.com/jocavi.net
https://www.youtube.com/user/jocavigroup
https://www.linkedin.com/company/jocavi-acoustic-panels-lda
http://www.namm.org/
mailto:info@jocaviusa.com?subject=Jocavi_meeting_schedule_Summer_NAMM_Show_2019

